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CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
HAVANI 
WAREGEMSEWEG, 154 G    Tel.:   +32 (0) 473 98 23 73  
9790 WORTEGEM-PETEGEM   E-MAIL:  info@havani.eu  
BELGIUM      VAT:   BE 0703 892 277  
https://havani.eu     IBAN:   BE69 0018 4624 7678 
 
 
 

 
Via Tjammelstraat: Enter parking at main entrance “BMB” 

 

 
Via Waregemseweg: Enter parking at black panel: “AGRA”
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Materials, characteristics & maintenance 

 

MARBLE  

Marble is not a scientific word, the name originates from the ancient Greek verb “marmairo”, meaning “To Shine”. In 
reality, marble is a hard crystalline metamorphic form of limestone.  

HAVANI’s MARBLE methodology: 

- Old but strong 
Only hard marbles are selected at HAVANI because their structure offers greater compactness and fewer 
porosity, making them more suitable for furniture tops and kitchen worktops. These are rocks that are 
approximately over 200 million years old. 

- White & beige 
We avoid dark marbles for indoor use because the rock’s inside colour often differs from the surface colour 
in terms of darkness, making scratches immediately visible as well as lime attack stains that transform into a 
lighter colour than the surface. Dark marbles are good to look at but not to ‘work’ on.  

- Zero polished 
We don’t recommend polished surfaces on marble  tabletops or kitchen worktops because one, the polish 
will fade. Two, the product to impregnate the rock that must protect it cannot enter the pores fluently and 
three, marble already shines and will gain more ‘satin gloss’ over time duet o the patination effect. Polished 
marbles are good to look at but not to ‘work’ on.  

- Feel-me texture 
Havani also offers unique ‘slightly textured’ surface finishes, making our white and beige marbles even 
more usable because scratches and lime attacks become as good as invisible. A unique feel-me texture also 
adds a very stylish character to the design and an increased urge to touch it.  

- Nanotech 
Recent implemented nanotechnology in impregnation products now better protect marble of discolouring 
duet o the exposure of acids. Products were already water and fat repellent in the past but colourful stains 
due to lime attacks were more likely to occur before. 
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- Patination 
After some time, a beautiful ‘satin gloss’ will appear on the honed surface from usage, comparable to that 
of a used natural parquet floor. Even small dull spots from lime attacks that weren’t cleaned in time, that 
became visible in the flood light on a honed finish, will become invisible over time from daily usage.  

Indoor usage only 

MAINTENANCE: 
Our marbles are impregnated / treated with the professional Lithofin Nanotop product. We recommend using 
Lithofin Easy-Clean to clean and maintain your Havani marble top. 

 
 

GRANITE  
 

Quarried on all continents and transported over the seven seas, granite is regarded as a symbol of strengt hand 
durability for centuries.  
Granite is an igneous natural rock (derived from the Latin word “ignis”, meaning fire) that is formed through the 
cooling and solidification of magma deep under the earth’s crust. Granite is a very strong natural stone and is scratch 
and stain resistant in all finishes, including polished.  

Indoor and outdoor usage.  

MAINTENANCE: 
Our granites are impregnated / treated with the professional Lithofin Nanotop product. We recommend using 
Lithofin Easy-Clean to clean and maintain your Havani granite top.  

 
 
 

QUARTZITE 
 
A natural stone mainly existing of the mineral Quartz. Because of the hardness of quartzite and the relatively low 
erosion-sensitivity, layers of quartzite can shape competent ledges in the earth’s landscape. Although there are many 
different types of quartzites, Havani only selects appropriate quartzites for both usability and durability purposes. 
These quartzites are very strong and have a very high scratch and stain resistancy in all finishes, including polished.  

Indoor usage only. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Our quartzites are impregnated / treated with the professional Lithofin Nanotop product. We recommend using 
Lithofin Easy-Clean to clean and maintain your Havani quartzite top.  

 
HARDWOOD 
 
Hardwood shows annual growth rings and other appealing grain markings. Hardwood has a more complex structure 
than softwood and often grows much slower. Hardwoods are more resistant to insect and fungal attacks. 

European Oak (Quercus Robur) is a temperate wood that grows taller than the average American Oak species and is 
often used for specialty longer length planks. Both species are known as ‘White Oaks’ and are durable and strong, with 
a longstanding reputation of longevity. We chose to use European Oak because it has a more wavy and interesting 
grain pattern and a gorgeous naturally rich golden honey hue. 

Indoor usage only. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Regularly and immediately clean after usage with a wet towel, preventing fluids from entering the pores. Do not use 
aggressive products, our partners process the slabs with a health proof, maximum protection treatment.  
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SINTERED STONE 
 
Sintered stone is not an actual stone but it is so hard that it outperforms almost anything. It exists of minerals and 
particles that became subject to extreme heat and pressure, permanently bonding the material together without the 
need of resins or bonding agents. It’s considered to be scratchfree from other materials in all but polished finishes, 
with a few exceptions such as diamonds or ceramic knives. Even with unique textures, the designs are sort of 
‘printed’ on the surface, therefore often won’t show the same colours and patterns inside of the mass.  

Indoor and outdoor usage. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Clean daily if necessary. can be washed with warm water to which a detergent can be added. Rinse with warm water 
and dry with a cloth or similar. Avoid products containing hydrofluoric acid and its derivatives.  

 

ENGINEERED QUARTZ 
 
A composite material made of crushed quartz bound together by an adhesive. A mixture of approximately 93% stone 
is heated and compressed under vaccuum in a large press where vibrations help to compact the mixture, resulting in 
an isotropic slab with virtually no porosity. Engineered Quartz is very strong and scratch and stain resistant in all 
finishes, including polished.  

Indoor usage only. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Clean with water or non-aggressive products. Avoid using cleaning agents containing hydrochloric acid, phosphoric 
acid, sodium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide.  

 

POWDER COATED STAINLESS STEEL OR NUDE STAINLESS STEEL 
Powder-coating is a technique where dry powdered paint is electrostatically charged and sprayed onto the object to 
then melt in an oven and coalesce into a continuous film that covers the object. Stainless steels are most natable for 
their corrosion resistance because of their chromium content by mass. Stainless steel is an ideal material for our 
applications where both strength and corrosion resistance are required. Naturally it looks silver to light grey. 

Outdoor usage only. We use stainless steel 304 as standard. Stainless steel 316 is available on request. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Use a sponge and water, or a multicleaner – common kitchen cleaning product, no aggressive product, to remove 
stains, fingerprints or dirt. You can use a soft cloth, microfibre cloth, or soft brush as well but do not rub too hard or 
too long. 

REPARATION: 
The impact of sharp objects can damage the coating. Small visible damages can be touched up with small paint 
solutions from our partners. Contact us or your nearest ambassador for further assistance.  

 

POWDER COATED STEEL 
 
Powder-coating is a technique where dry powdered paint is electrostatically charged and sprayed onto the object, to 
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then melt in an oven and coalesce into a continuous film that covers the object. Steel has a very high tensile 
strength and is an alloy of iron and carbon. Naturally it looks grey. 

Indoor usage when the standard powder coating is applied 
Outdoor usage is possible when the optional zinc coating is applied by a hydrodynamic painting before powder 
coating.  

MAINTENANCE: 
Use a sponge and water or a multicleaner – common kitchen cleaning product, no aggressive product to remove 
stains, fingerprints or dirt. You can use a soft cloth, microfibre cloth or soft brush as well but do not rub too hard or 
too long. 

REPARATION: 
The impact of sharp objects can damage the coating. Small visible damages can be touched up with small paint 
solutions from our partners. Contact us or your nearest ambassador for further assistance. 
 
 

CORTEN STEEL / WEATHERING STEEL 

The Corten steel is allowed to rust in order to form a protective coating. Because of its inherent toughness, this steel 
offers exceptional mechanical resistance as well as incredible durability. Originally, Corten steel has a dark blue 
colour. The surface oxidation of weathering steel takes approximately six months to one year but surface treatments 
of our partners can accelerate the oxidation to as little as two hours. Only available in strip-mill plate and sheet 
forms, which happen to be the key ingredients in Havani’s frame designs.  

Outdoor usage only in combination with sintered stone tops or granite tops. 

MAINTENANCE: 
Corten steel requires no maintenance. Be careful of not cutting through the protective layer by accident with sharp 
metals. When making contact, a minimal dose of rust can slightly colour your skin, clothes or other items but it can 
just as easily be washed off with water. A sealer to completely prevent this can be applied after 6 months outdoor 
exposure to weather. This sealer will also prevent any rust dripping on terraces caused by rain. This sealer can be 
purchased additionally at HAVANI.  

 

AVAILABLE RAL COLORS IN POWDER COATING 
5 Standard RAL colors available: 
 

- 9010: Warm White 
- 7035: Light Grey 
- 7006: Taupe 
- 7039: Anthracite 
- 9005: Black 

 
62 Optional RAL colors available:  
 

- 1003, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1017 
- 2000, 2001, 2003 
- 3000, 3001, 3002, 3004, 3005, 3009, 3011, 3020 
- 5002, 5005, 5007, 5009, 5010, 5012, 5014, 5015 
- 6002, 6005, 6009, 6010, 6011, 6014, 6018, 6019, 6024 
- 7001, 7011, 7012, 7015, 7016, 7021, 7022, 7032, 7033, 7037, 7038, 7040, 7043, 7044, 7046 
- 8011, 8014, 8019, 8022, 8024, 8028 
- 9001, 9002, 9003, 9004, 9006, 9007, 9016 

 
*Other RAL colors are accessible as well but require a special request via your ambassador or via Havani. 
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MERCHANDISING  
 
A full HAVANI merchandising set consists of 3 elements:  

- A carton box of luxurious paper HAVANI catalogues (45 pcs) 
- A branded HAVANI box with natural stone samples (8 to 10 pieces) 
- A branded HAVANI sample display of sintered stones (+- 18 pieces) 

Merchandising sets are free of charge for our ambassadors that demonstrate Havani products in their showrooms.  
In other cases, merchandising sets can be purchased at 220€ excl. VAT per set unless otherwise agreed upon by 
HAVANI.  
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SHOWROOM PROTOCOL 
 
Showroom demonstration products that are ‘inplanted’ into the showrooms of our ambassadors (B2B customers, 
retailers,…), get a supplementary discount after the standard discount is deducted of: 

- 10% when purchasing 1 HAVANI demonstration product 
- 12,5% when purchasing 2 HAVANI demonstration products 

- 15% when purchasing 3 HAVANI demonstration products or more 
 
Inplanted demonstration products have to remain in the Ambassador’s showroom for at least 1 year, unless 
otherwise agreed upon by HAVANI. 

 
 

DELIVERIES 
 
The consumer prices displayed in this pricelist, include standard Delivery with one driver in the following cases; 

- Orders above 1500€ excl. VAT cover deliveries within a 35 km radius around Wortegem-Petegem. 
- Orders above 2500€ excl. VAT cover deliveries within a 125 km radius around Wortegem-Petegem. 
- Orders above 5000€ excl. VAT cover deliveries within a 250 km radius around Wortegem-Petegem. 

Further International deliveries require a customized quotation depending on purchase(s) and exact destination. 
These terms are under the condition of easy accessibility for our rolling horses and are limited to the ground floor. In 
any other case, a customized delivery quotation will be applied.  

Unloading and installing the goods, require assitance from the customer since we only use one chauffeur in our 
standard delivery protocoll. In any other case, a customized delivery quotation will be applied.  

Our standard rates for deliveries with our own truck and drivers are; 

- 60€ / hour per capita 
- 0,60€ / km  

A supplementary invoice of 350€ excl. VAT will be issued to the RETAILER for the warranty of the rolling horses if 
the customer prefers to keep them, even so temporarily. A credit note will be issued when the rolling horses are 
returned to us in the same condition. 

 
 

ROLLING HORSES FOR DELIVERIES 
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14) In the event of late payment of the invoice, HAVANI reserves the right to immediately stop the work for 
payment of all outstanding debts. Late payment of the invoice gives HAVANI the right, without a reminder 
or other legal forms, to suspend all orders that have not been executed, agreements and services, even with 
prior notice of default, to cancel them. HAVANI also reserves the right to the ownership of its merchandise, 
even after delivery, until the moment of the full payment of the invoice. Upon further processing, our 
ownership will transfer to the new item to the value of the goods or services supplied by us. 

15) Neither our agents nor our representatives are authorized to receive payments and the sums paid to these 
persons do not count as payment towards the seller. 

16) Samples of our products, or parts of parts of our products, are only given or shown as an offer. Deviations 
from this can never lead to complaints. 

17) HAVANI is not responsible for deviations that result from the nature of the products ordered. 
18) All disputes concerning the existence or the execution of agreements concluded by us, fall under the 

exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of our registered office, including the Jurisdictions sitting in summary 
proceedings. Only we can deviate from this rule, which is general. Only Belgian law can be applied. 

19) General commercial terms are available in English, Dutch, French and German language on demand. 
 
 

ADDITIONAL TERMS 

20) Within the same natural stone species, slabs can fluctuate in terms of colour darkness and/or in terms of its 
natural design/drawing. 

21) Natural stones and composite stones are subject to variations in terms of colour and structure. Therefore 
samples are only meant to create an image but are never fully representative.  

22) In natural stone, certain area’s of slabs cannot be selected by the customer. Only Havani has the final right 
to choose slabs and area’s usable for production in the products, within the selected species and colours 
chosen by the customer. 

23) We only recommend the products from the brand “Lithofin” for all our stone materials. See 
https://lithofin.com. Havani is not responsible for treatments of our stone tabletops that do not correspond 
with the products and treatments advice of Lithofin AG Deutschland.  

24) Natural irregularities for example openings, cavities, open vains, cracks, etc. in natural stones, are allowed to 
be sealed, filled, glued and/or corrected. These do not compromise the quality of the product. 

25) With rough surface finishes on natural stone (f.e.: brushed, Poco Vecchio, etc.), natural irregularities (see 
above nr. 6) will appear more prominent. This phenomenon is perfectly normal at these finishes and redelivers 
the natural own character of the  individual stone. 

26) Thermal shocks (very big and mostly sudden temperature differences f.e. caused by placing hot pots, fires, 
etc. on top), are to be avoided at all times on all our stone species. Thermal shocks can create cracks in all 
kinds of stone species and severe discoloration on Engineered quartz. 

27) Engineered Quartz is scratch and stain resistant but sometimes small amounts of little dark and/or white dots, 
small formations of light colour variations are visible. Never put hot pans, boiling pots or cooking machines 
directly on the surface. Also avoid extreme heating and do not make contact with cleaning agents containing 
hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid, sodium hydroxide or hydrogen peroxide. 

28) Not regarded as a defect or non-conformity: slight differences in color or size, insofar as these cannot be 
avoided from a technical point of view or are generally accepted or are specific tot he materials used. 

29) Deliveries and installations that were not executed by Havani, fall under the responsibilities of the executer 
/ deliverer. Delivered and assembled equals acceptation of the goods sold. 

30) Advance invoices can at all times be created at or even after the order and have to be paid within 8 days, 
unless differently mentioned in the written communication with the customer. 

31) “Cash payment” means that the amount in depth has to be visible on our bankaccount at least one working 
day before the goods are taken into receipt unless pointed out differently in a written agreement with the 
customer. 

32) In case the initially agreed upon delivery time cannot be respected because of the customer’s wish to 
postpone, or the purchased goods are available for pickup on the agreed upon delivery date but were not 
picked up by the customer, they will be invoiced one week after the initially agreed upon delivery time, 
without a notice of default being necessary. They are presumed to be collected by the buyer from Havani, 
where the goods shall remain on the buyer’s account and risks, inclucing the risk of fire. In case stocking is 
necessary longer than one month, possible stocking costs will be charged unless pointed out differently in a 
written agreement with the customer.   
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33) The none-payment at day of payment of a single invoice, makes the balance of all the other invoices in 
depth, even if not expired, immediately claimable by law. 
 
 
 

WARRANTY 

Havani furniture is warranted by the Havani company towards the private end-customer, for 2 years from the date 
of purchase, to be free of manufacturing defects and breakage caused by metal fatigue.  
 
Havani will pay, within one year from the date of purchase, reasonable and customary labor rates to repair or replace 
the defective parts and shipping costs from the end-customer or the retailer to and from Havani, at no charge to the 
end-customer. After one year from the date of purchase, the warranty covers replacement parts only, and the 
original purchaser will be responsible for labor, packing, and all shipping and transportation costs.  
 
This warranty applies under conditions of normal residential usage only and does not apply to defects or damage 
resulting from (a) negligence, abuse or misuse; (b) inadequate or improper maintenance, cleaning or care (stains 
should be removed immediately with a clean, soft cloth, particularly in case of dark coloured liquids such as wine, ink, 
coffee, coke, oil, bird droppings, etc. If left to dry, these liquids may cause permanent stains.)  
 
CAUTION: Any use of improper or unapproved cleaning methods voids all warranties of Havani.; (c) exposure to 
chemicals and/or any harmful liquid, including but not limited to alcohol; (d) accidents; (e) any use for which the 
product was not designed; (f) fading or other damages resulting from overexposure to sunlight. Transportation or 
delivery damage is excluded. 
 
Natural materials such as wood and natural stone, are living materials and are as such unpredictable. Therefore these 
warranties do not cover minor splits and/or cracks.  
 
The buyer declares to be informed of general commercial terms, the additional terms and the characteristics of the 
delivered goods, materials included. 
 
Modifications to products 
These Warranties do not apply to any products that have been altered by any person, dealer, or company without 
the express written authorization of HAVANI.  
 
Professional end-customers (B2B) are warranted by HAVANI for 1 year from the date of purchase, to be free of 
manufacturing defects and breakage caused by metal fatigue. 
 
 
 

25 YEARS WARRANTY ON SINTERED STONE TOPS 

All sold sintered stone tops of HAVANI from the brand NEOLITH, are warranted towards the private end-customer, 
for 25 years directly from the manufacturer TheSize, from the date of purchase, to be free of manufacturing defects 
and breakage caused by material fatigue.  
All private end-customers can register their sintered stone tabletop at: https://neolith.thesize.com.es/en/ 
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PAPILLON 

 
 
 
 
 
 



ROUND ROUND ELLIPS ELLIPS
CAT NAME SPECIES FINISH 120 Diam. 150 Diam. 230x125 270x128
I BLUE LIMESTONE** MARBLE BLUE FLAMED OR DARK HONED 3 713 €       4 421 €       4 717 €       5 365 €       
I EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE HONED 3 807 €       4 565 €       4 974 €       5 704 €       
I CARRARA C MARBLE HONED 3 839 €       4 622 €       5 040 €       5 773 €       
I MEDITERANEAN GREEN** MARBLE FLAMED & BRUSHED 3 982 €       4 781 €       5 187 €       5 936 €       
II NERO ZIMBABWE* GRANITE POLISHED, HONED OR FLAMED & BRUSHED 4 000 €       4 804 €       5 210 €       5 960 €       
II PERLATO ALBA** MARBLE HONED OR BRUSHED 4 059 €       4 954 €       5 337 €       6 126 €       
II CARRARA CD MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 4 080 €       4 979 €       5 364 €       6 157 €       
II KALLISTON MARBLE HONED 4 091 €       4 996 €       5 383 €       6 181 €       
II EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 4 180 €       5 132 €       5 540 €       6 372 €       
II BROWN SILK QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 4 373 €       5 371 €       5 866 €       6 764 €       
III BELVEDERE* GRANITE & QUARTZITE POLISHED, HONED OR BRUSHED 4 498 €       5 496 €       6 344 €       7 393 €       
III CALACATTA VERDE MARBLE HONED 4 579 €       5 597 €       6 426 €       7 487 €       
III WHITE FANTASY QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 5 305 €       6 739 €       7 802 €       9 074 €       
III BRECCIA CAPRAIA MARBLE HONED 5 704 €       7 373 €       8 522 €       9 952 €       

OPTIONS

CUSTOM: Length and/or Width: 10% on the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Frame color in a non-standard RAL color: 8%
EDGE MARBLE: Sharknose or Half Circle edge 6%
EDGE GRANITE & QUARTZITE: Sharknose or Half Circle edge 8%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Corten steel + Sandblasting 12%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Hydrodynamic zinc coating + Powder coating 15%
FRAME INDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Pearlblasting 22%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Powder coating 25%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 316 On demand
OCTAGON: inlay in the same material as the tabletop: 245 €

*Also usable OUTDOOR
**Also usable OUTDOOR but not in combination with a Corten Steel Frame

PAPILLON - Natural Stone RETAIL - VAT incl.: 21%



ROUND ROUND ELLIPS ELLIPS ELLIPS
CAT NAME FINISH 120 Diam. 150 Diam. 230x125 270x128 315x131
I JUST WHITE SILK 3 344€                                                                     3 839€        4 461€        4 763€        5 197€        
II KRATER RIVERWASHED
II ZAHA STONE Silk
III NERO   SATIN
III BETON RIVERWASHED / HONED
III LAYLA SLATE
III DALA SLATE
III CEPPO SILK
III CALATORAO SILK
III LA BOHEME SILK
III NERO MARQUINA SILK / POLISHED**
III NEW YORK-NEW YORK* SILK
III PULPIS SILK
III PIERRE BLEUE* SILK
IV IRON COLLECTION SATIN
IV AMAZONICA SLATE / POLISHED**
IV STRATA ARGENTUM RIVERWASHED
IV MAR DEL PLATA SILK
V CALACATTA SILK / POLISHED **
V CALACATTA LUXE SILK / POLISHED / ULTRASOFT**
V ABU DHABI WHITE SILK / POLISHED**
V ESTATUARIO SILK / POLISHED**
V MONT BLANC SILK & VAIN TOUCH
V SOFIA CUPRUM STEEL TOUCH
VI HIMALAYA CRISTAL POLISHED / ULTRA SOFT 4 028€                                                                     4 562€        5 678€        6 036€        6 538€        

**For POLISHED & ULTRASOFT finishes, the price is one price category higher than the standard category.
* These colors have a full body MASS COLOR inside the stone mass, equally as the surface.

OPTIONS: CUSTOM: Length and/or Width: 10% on the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Frame color in a non-standard RAL color: 6%
EDGE: Half Circle 14%
EDGE: Sharknose 21%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Corten steel + Sandblasting 14%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Hydrodynamic zinc coating + Powder coating 15%
FRAME INDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Pearlblasting 22%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Powder coating 25%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 316 On demand
OCTAGON: inlay in the same material as the tabletop: 245 €

5 113€        5 439€        5 898€        

PAPILLON - Sintered Stone RETAIL - VAT incl.: 21%

3 403€                                                                     3 899€        4 574€        4 873€        5 311€        

 €                                                                     3 461  €        3 959  €        4 687  €        4 982  €        5 425 

3 625€                                                                     4 135€        4 961€        5 282€        5 719€        

3 724€                                                                     4 224€        



ROUND ROUND ELLIPS ELLIPS
CAT NAME FINISH 120 Diam. 150 Diam. 230x125 270x128
I CRYSTAL BELGIUM POLISHED OR MATT                                                                      3 893 €         4 722 €         5 338 €         6 089 € 
II Crystal Absolute White POLISHED OR MATT                                                                      4 028 €         4 926 €         5 583 €         6 396 € 
III Noble Concrete Grey POLISHED, MATT OR RAINED                                                                      4 210 €         5 200 €         5 913 €         6 798 € 

OPTIONS

CUSTOM: Length and/or Width: 10% on the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Frame color in a non-standard RAL color: 8%
EDGE: Sharknose or Half Circle  8%
OCTAGON: inlay in the same material as the tabletop: 245 €

*indoor usage only

RETAIL - VAT incl.: 21%PAPILLON - Engineered Quartz*
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MARCELLO – Dining table 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DINING DINING DINING DINING
CAT NAME SPECIES FINISH 180x92 220x92 260x92 300x92
- EUROPEAN OAK HARDWOOD SLIGHTLY AGED         2 973 € 3 255 €       3 650 €       3 970 €       
I BLUE LIMESTONE** MARBLE BLUE FLAMED OR DARK HONED         3 393 €         3 817 €         4 300 €         4 853 € 
I EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE HONED         3 484 €         3 934 €         4 444 €         5 028 € 
I CARRARA C MARBLE HONED         3 638 €         4 133 €         4 690 €         5 326 € 
I MEDITERRANEAN GREEN** MARBLE FLAMED & BRUSHED         3 679 €         4 179 €         4 743 €         5 387 € 
II NERO ZIMBABWE* GRANITE POLISHED, HONED OR FLAMED & BRUSHED         3 688 €         4 189 €         4 754 €         5 399 € 
II PERLATO ALBA** MARBLE HONED OR BRUSHED 3 726 €       4 248 €       4 835 €       5 504 €       
II CARRARA CD MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 3 745 €       4 269 €       4 859 €       5 532 €       
II KALLISTON MARBLE HONED 3 755 €       4 283 €       4 876 €       5 553 €       
II EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 3 841 €       4 393 €       5 012 €       5 717 €       
II BROWN SILK QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 4 045 €       4 648 €       5 321 €       6 088 €       
III BELVEDERE* GRANITE & QUARTZITE POLISHED, HONED OR BRUSHED 4 482 €       5 175 €       5 867 €       6 845 €       
III CALACATTA VERDE MARBLE HONED 4 553 €       5 246 €       5 940 €       6 860 €       
III WHITE FANTASY QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 5 050 €       6 012 €       6 948 €       8 000 €       
III BRECCIA CAPRAIA MARBLE HONED 5 422 €       6 497 €       7 544 €       8 719 €       
- CRYSTAL BELGIUM ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED OR MATT 3 869 €       4 422 €       5 042 €       5 749 €       
- CRYSTAL ABSOLUTE WHITE ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED OR MATT 4 007 €       4 600 €       5 262 €       6 016 €       
- NOBLE CONCRETE GREY ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED, MATT OR RAINED 4 194 €       4 839 €       5 559 €       6 376 €       
*Also usable outdoor
**Also usable outdoor but not in combination with a Corten Steel frame

OPTIONS

CUSTOM: Length: Identical price as the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Width: 5% on the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Frame color in a non-standard RAL color: 8%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Corten steel + Sandblasting 14%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Hydrodynamic zinc coating + Powder coating 15%
FRAME INDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Pearlblasting 22%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Powder coating 25%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 316 On demand

MARCELLO - Dining table B2C SHOWROOM PRICELIST - VAT incl.: 21%
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MARCELLO – Bench 

 
 

 



BENCH BENCH BENCH BENCH
CAT NAME SPECIES FINISH 150x32 190x32 230x32 270x32
- EUROPEAN OAK HARDWOOD SLIGHTLY AGED 1 445 €        1 680 €        1 838 €        2 015 €        
I BLUE LIMESTONE*** MARBLE BLUE FLAMED OR DARK HONED 1 795 €        2 041 €        2 257 €        2 481 €        
I EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE HONED 1 825 €        2 080 €        2 306 €        2 539 €        
I CARRARA C MARBLE HONED 1 877 €        2 148 €        2 389 €        2 638 €        
I MEDITERRANEAN GREEN** MARBLE HONED 1 988 €        2 293 €        2 567 €        2 849 €        
II NERO ZIMBABWE** GRANITE POLISHED, HONED OR FLAMED & BRUSHED 1 994 €        2 299 €        2 574 €        2 858 €        
II PERLATO ALBA** MARBLE HONED OR BRUSHED 1 902 €        2 184 €        2 434 €        2 693 €        
II CARRARA CD MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 1 912 €        2 195 €        2 446 €        2 707 €        
II KALLISTON MARBLE HONED 1 916 €        2 199 €        2 451 €        2 714 €        
II EMPERADOR LIGHT MARBLE POCO VECCHIO 1 944 €        2 237 €        2 497 €        2 768 €        
II BROWN SILK QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 2 112 €        2 455 €        2 765 €        3 087 €        
III BELVEDERE** GRANITE & QUARTZITE POLISHED, HONED OR BRUSHED 2 169 €        2 534 €        2 861 €        3 203 €        
III CALACATTA VERDE MARBLE HONED 2 173 €        2 538 €        2 866 €        3 209 €        
III WHITE FANTASY QUARTZITE POLISHED OR HONED 2 639 €        3 149 €        3 614 €        4 102 €        
III BRECCIA CAPRAIA MARBLE HONED 2 677 €        3 202 €        3 677 €        4 180 €        
- CRYSTAL BELGIUM ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED OR MATT 2 054 €        2 378 €        2 671 €        2 974 €        
- CRYSTAL ABSOLUTE WHITE ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED OR MATT 2 100 €        2 439 €        2 745 €        3 063 €        
- NOBLE CONCRETE GREY ENGINEERED QUARTZ POLISHED, MATT OR RAINED 2 162 €        2 521 €        2 845 €        3 182 €        

OPTIONS

CUSTOM: Length: Identical price as the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Width: 5% on the higher standard dimension
CUSTOM: Frame color in a non-standard RAL color: 8%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Corten steel + Sandblasting 14%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Hydrodynamic zinc coating + Powder coating 15%
FRAME INDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Pearlblasting 22%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 304 + Powder coating 25%
FRAME OUTDOOR: Stainless steel 316 On demand
*In combination with dining table OR additional transport fees will be taken into account: Page 11 for more details
**Also usable OUTDOOR
***Also usable OUTDOOR but not in combination with a Corten Steel frame

MARCELLO - Bench* B2C SHOWROOM PRICELIST - VAT incl.: 21%


